Project SMARTArt Integrated Activity
Primary Grades K-2
Music / ELD Standards
(All activities pertain to ML Core Concepts #1, #2, #3)

- **Word Rhythm Activity**
  Collect phrases from community walk & create a word rhythm
  (Creative Expression) (Connections, relationships, applications)

- **Emotional Orchestra**
  Create rhythms / music to create an emotion/mood.
  (creative expression) (Aesthetic valuing)

- **Instruments**
  Mimic / create urban sounds with voice or instruments.
  (creative expression)

- **Listening Lotto**
  Common city sounds with playing cards.
  (connections, relationships, applications)

- **Phonics and Friends**
  Stories / Poems: have students focus on background sounds / music &
  discuss it. Provides background knowledge for scoring activity.
  (Aesthetic valuing)

- **Scoring**
  A in the life...
  Stories
  Simple actions (chimpanzee)
  Poems
  (creative expression)

- **Document** activities with audio / video equipment

**ELD Standards:**
- LS 2, 3, 4
- WS 4
- RL 1, 2

Visual & Performing Arts, ELD and Media Literacy Integration